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Summary 
 
Miriam Tessler b. 3/3/1921 Munkacs, Czechoslovakia (now Mukacheve, Ukraine); mother’s 
father (Feldbrand) winemaker; at 4 yrs. old, mother dies; Miriam/younger sister raised by 
father’s second wife Violet, younger brother raised by mother’s father, other brother raised by 
father’s father in Romania (later in interview, another sister is introduced); raised on goat 
cheese farm; attends Czech school, her Hasidic family against Miriam attending Hebrew 
gymnasium; sister had Aryan features “community was jealous,” says Miriam; Germany gives 
village to Hungarian SS, Jewish businesses taken away; Polish Jewish refugees first to be turned 
over by community to 150 SS detectives, father’s mother taken, older sister had married, her 
husband taken into Russia forced labor; father’s brother spoke English, listened to British radio 
“double-crossing us saying nothing will happen to us, we will just go to work” says Miriam; now 
15 yrs. old, her family peddles on black market to survive as mayor allotted only daily piece of 
bread; in Jewish community, anyone with leather jacket in jeopardy, someone blinded young 
man in leather jacket; discussion re: village of Vilkhovytsya; Hungarian SS invades home, steals 
jewelry, father takes out his Hungarian Army medal, asking for leniency, SS stomps on it, 
Miriam anguished at father’s demoralization; 1944 home enveloped in one of three ghettos; 
mother’s father brings in 10 children, total 25 people in home, forced to wear Jewish star in 
public; SS invades, all in family beaten except Miriam, “blood was running, children crying,” SS 
breaks mother’s hand to loosen her grip on mother’s hand; Gentile neighbors laugh as family is 
taken; seeing aunts & their family taken at train station; Miriam held hostage few days at 
station then packed into trains, no water, hearing shootings, toilet pails, no place to sleep; 
arrival to Auschwitz; with smile, Mengele looks at blonde sister, says “She will plant flowers”; 
sisters taken to gypsy barracks, “packed in like sardines,” but Miriam is comforted she & three 
sisters still together; taken to another barracks, hearing that Auschwitz was “burning people,” 
the stench; Mengele takes two sisters; Auschwitz uprising, a crematorium destroyed; menacing 
dogs & SS at selections, women stand naked, Miriam’s last sister taken; Miriam & women 
prisoners provided clothing, placed on train to forced labor farm, slept in barn, winter, morning 
cup soup/coffee, at night, piece of bread, slave labor no water, lice under skin, SS “sadistic fun,” 
says Miriam, woman severely beaten naked in snow for having used a blanket, next day woman 
forced to work; winter death march, women required to run 60 km to Grünberg, Germany, 
anyone who fell down, disposed of in mountains; arrival to factory where women were better 
dressed, better fed; taken to barn, Miriam hides under straw, escapes, approaches house, 
receives piece of cake, in another place, receives glass of wine that improves body circulation; 
Miriam, other women find shelter in a house for few days under guise “Hungarian Germans 
who have lost papers,” provided apple, water to wash; preparing food for a Shabbos; women 
re-enter street to give up to SS, taken back to Grunberg; escape into mountains; liberation - 
Russian trucks/soldiers throw girls whole bread & take them to train; return to Munkacs now 
under Russian rule, took 4 wks of baths to get rid of lice under skin; heard that one sister had 
been at Bergen-Belsen; Miriam moves to Prague, requires surgery on feet that were full of puss; 
Miriam took multiple trains searching for sisters to no avail; surviving by pedaling on black 
market, post-war still in danger, hiding family, others, fleeing Czechoslovakia to Germany DP 
camp; marriage to man in Deggendorf who knew she had family in US; son born; receiving 
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papers to States via US aunt, told by immigration that American Jews “do not like you”; arrival 
to NY then Chicago, aunt mistreats Miriam, discussion on American Jews who refused 
immigration to European relatives & their guilt that followed in learning relatives did not 
survive; Miriam’s survival guilt; Miriam’s talented son (her only child) dies of liver-related-age 
32, taking his body to Israel, divorce; Miriam’s closing message on remaining optimistic because 
her father was an optimist; family photographs. 
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